Chipper Champ 2
What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Chipper Champ 2 apart?
The Chipper Champ 2 improves table productivity, offering quick set-up whilst being
the quietest chipper available.

Features & Benefits
Programmable for left and right-handed tables
Sorts up to 500 chips per minute
Automatic variable speed
Ability to programme up to four chip types
New hopper design increases efficiency
Sealed hopper and improved funnel eliminate chip spillage
Designed for low-cost maintenance
Quick and easy 'one chip' programming
Handles various chip diameters including 43mm
'Hot Swapping' - two columns can be easily swapped
Lighter and easier to manoeuvre
Integrates with Gaming Floor Live
Built-in diagnostics and error indicators
Multilingual user interface

Easy to use

The Chipper Champ 2 builds on TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s heritage as
the finest global supplier of casino gaming equipment. Following
on the success of the Chipper Champ Plus, the Chipper Champ 2
can sort up to 500 chips per minute, increasing game productivity
by 15% - 20% on a typical Roulette table.

Chipper Champ 2 remains the easiest chipper to operate. It’s
friendly multi-button interface and graphical display give quick
access to all functions of the machine and give clear indications of
operational status. Chipper Champ 2 boasts fast and easy ‘one chip’
column programming. Columns can be quickly re-programmed in
the following combinations:
• One chip colour/design per column
• Two chip colour/design per column
• Four chip colour/design per column
• Accepts variations of shades of the same colour chip

Gaming Floor Live Integration
With the ability to integrate with the Gaming Floor Live platform
for optimisation and security, Chipper Champ 2 monitors table
performance in real-time. When combined with the user-friendly
interface which displays quick access to all functions of the
machine, whilst also offering security with built-in diagnostics
and error indicators, it’s no wonder that the Chipper Champ 2 is
the most reliable and cost-efficient chipper to operate and
maintain.

The proven design of the Chipper Champ 2’s rack dispensers gives
perfect stacks of twenty chips time after time. Suitable for left and
right-handed dealers, the dispensers feature one handed operation
and adjust to varying tolerances for different chip depths.
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Increased Productivity

Let’s get technical
Height
Width
Depth
Weight

875mm
1100mm
575mm
97kg

Colour Selection

Black

Operating Voltage

200-240V +10% (230V Model) / 110-120V +10% (120V Model)

Frequency

50-60Hz

Power Consumption

40W (Standby) /110W (Powered up, but not sorting) / 220W (Sorting)

Input Fuse

T5AG250V (230V model) / T6.3AH250V (120V Model)

Model Number

TCS700-CCS-1 (230V model) / TCS700-CCS-2 (120V model)

Compatible Products

GFL Optimisation
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